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Normal Has Changed
By Kevin Beaber, CMEA President

Friends and Colleagues,

 The CMEA Executive Committee and Leadership is continuing to monitor the 
health updates, guidance and travel information that is being provided by various 
agencies on COVID-19 to ensure we are taking all recommended precautions.
We live in historic times.  I know that simply by living we are literally making history 
every day, however, I’m sure we all also know and realize that these days in which we 
are living now will be specifically remembered, studied and scrutinized for decades to 
come.  It is awesome in numerous definitions of the word.  I hope that you are well and 
doing things to make sure that you and your family, extended family and friends are safe and well too.
I, as with many of you, have been very busy trying to meet the challenge of distance learning for my music 
classes by reading, watching YouTube (which is my new best friend), sharing, testing, chatting, and con-
templating what I can do for my students given our unique situation.  I do not mean to say that my school 
system has something that no one else has, however, I am saying that every school and school district has a 
unique set of circumstances in regards to students, families, access to technology, and numerous factors that 
come into play at this time.  While doing this, I have also been pondering what I need to say in this journal 
article.  I hope I am up to the task…

 Normal has changed.  When the virus has been controlled and the world has settled down to where 
safeguards in health are less restrictive (I believe in my heart this will happen) I have to admit that we will 
not be going back to what normal was at the end of February 2020 (not even four weeks ago as I write this).  
There will be a new normal.  What I mean by that we will all have access to and experience with a whole 
new set of resources with which to teach.  Some of you already use the technology that we are all needing 
for now just needing to use it more exclusively.  There is nothing in my college training (which was at the 
very beginning of the computer age, my phone now is much more powerful than the mainframe I had ac-
cess to for programming classes then) nor in my 35 years of teaching that has prepared me to fully go online 
with my classes.  I am, as are all of you, trying to determine what it is I want my students to be able to know 
and do within the confines of teaching them in cyberspace.  To bring them some sense of normalcy in a 
time that is confining and terrifying.

 Those that know me know that I have a cynical side that flares up much too often.  I sometimes find that 
humans and society make bad choices, often demonstrated when I drive on highways and in metropolitan 
areas.  Often my wife and I comment on how selfish and self-centered others seem to be, yet in the back 
of our minds knowing others will feel the same about us and our decisions.  However, history shows that 
human beings persevere, excel and achieve more in the face of adversity.  History also shows that in times 
of crisis human beings come together for the greater good.  I congratulate everyone who has shared within 
their district, area, colleagues, and with the world the things they have tried, the things they are willing to 
try and the things they wished they had.  I also want to say how pleased and proud I am about how many of 
those companies with the technology tools available for us have opened up their services to schools for free.  
That is how we overcome adversity as a collective.  This is the community in which we live.  I fully believe 
that with the current need technology will grow fast and that online simultaneous communication will im-
prove exponentially.

 I said that there will be a new normal eventually.  I sincerely hope that we will be able to go back soon 
continued on page 6
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Normal Has Changed, continued from page 4
By Kevin Beaber, CMEA President

to meet with our students in classrooms.  I also hope, and sincerely believe, that we will take what we have 
learned in this crisis and make use of it to continue to improve our ability to create and motivate young 
musicians and future consumers of music.  Share your successes and your failures, for they are equally as 
important (no judging allowed), so that we can learn and compensate as a profession and community.  Look 
for updates through our constant contact emails and newsletters.  There is a great deal of help out there and 
I know that CMEA can be a part of that process.

 Please, continue to love your students and bring them whatever you can given your circumstances.  
Follow guidance from our state and national leaders so that you and your family will be safe and well.  Be 
tolerant of others (I’m looking in a mirror right now too) and know that while things might be scary now, 
this is when human beings are at their best and we need each other to successfully rise above and beyond 
this crisis.

Kevin Beaber
CMEA President
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New CMEA Timeline for Proposals, Group Submissions and 
Award Nominations

 The CMEA Executive Committee and Leadership is continuing to monitor the health updates, guidance 
and travel information that is being provided by various agencies on Coronavirus to ensure we are taking 
all recommended precautions. Given the current situation we are facing the June 5th and June 6th State 
Assembly and Board of Directors meetings have been cancelled. In place of that meeting a full day will be 
scheduled in mid-June/early July for key Conference Planning Committee members  to tour the new hall at 
The Broadmoor Hotel and to have an extended planning session  focused on looking at new and innovative 
ways in which we can utilize the new spaces we have available to us, and at the same time we can be creative 
with a new conference schedule.

 Due to the recent school closures, community shelter in place restrictions, and the unknown if school 
will resume this academic year the CMEA Executive Committee has adjusted our normal conference plan-
ning timeline for the 2021 conference only.  You will find all of this information below:

 The CMEA Executive Committee and Leadership is continuing to monitor the health updates, guidance 
and travel information that is being provided by various agencies on Coronavirus to ensure we are taking 
all recommended precautions. Given the current situation we are facing, and due to the recent school clo-
sures, community shelter in place restrictions, and the unknown determination if schools will resume this 
academic year the CMEA Executive Committee has adjusted our normal conference planning timeline for 
the 2021 conference only. You will find all of the necessary information below:

Timeline for Call for Proposals for Conference Sessions 
 • June 1, - July 31- Call for Proposals open on CMEA Web site
 • August 5th - August 18th- council members review and vote on proposals
 • August 19th – August 25th- chairs make final selections and indicate final selections in the goggle 
  document.
 • August 26th – 31st- Chairs notify those selected and not selected to present a conference session   
  and begin plugging sessions into a pre-determined conference schedule from the June meeting.

Timeline for Performing Group Submissions 
 • August 1, 2020 through September 16, 2020- submission window opens

 • Late September/early October (date to be determined soon)- CMEA selects performing groups and  
  selected directors are notified

Timeline for Honor Awards and Hall of Fame Award Nominations 
 • June 1, 2020 through July 31, 2020- nomination process opens

 • September 1, 2020- Individuals receiving awards are notified

Timeline for Conference Early Registration 
 • Conference Early Registration Opens- August 1, 2020
 • Conference Early Registration Closes- January 2, 2021
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 I would like to take a moment and thank each of 
you for attending this year’s Clinic/Conference and 
the support you showed for sessions, performing 
groups and reading sessions. We would like to thank 
Daryl Gingrich for filling in for District 8 when 
we needed someone to step up. You rock! Michael 
Bizzaro, thank you for his term for District 2. Re-
becca Knack for stepping in for District 1. Thank 
you Lynne Gackle for amazing sessions and wealth 
of knowledge. Andrea Ramsey and Dr. Anthony 
Trecek-King for your energy and great sessions. A 
special thanks to Dr. Trecek-King for filling in for 
Lynne Gackle in our last minute need. You were 
fantastic! Thank you to all of the session presiders, 
reading session presenters, accompanists, perform-
ers/directors for all of their work to make this clinic/
conference successful. I cannot forget the Vocal 

Music Council for ALL of their 
help, time and energy to make 
this conference successful. You 
are invaluable!

 We would like to welcome 
to the Vocal Music Council Tara U’Ren District 2 
and Shanti Gruber District 8. We look forward to 
getting to know you.
 
 Have you heard about ACDA? Each summer it 
is hosted in Denver and will be Monday, July 20th 
to Wednesday, July 22nd with clinicians Craig Hella 
Johnson and Daniel Gutierrez. Hope to see you 
there.

Todd Dicamillo

Vocal Music News
By Todd Dicamillo Vocal Music Council Chair

We’re proud to be cultivating the next 
generation of artists. There’s excitement in 
the air at Colorado Mesa University, western 
Colorado’s artistic and cultural center. If 
you have a passion for the arts, we have the 
opportunity for you to succeed. 

 coloradomesa.edu/music
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From the Instrumental Council Chair
By Craig Westwood, Instrumental Music Council Chair

 I hope everyone is safe and healthy.  What a strange and unsettling month it has 
been.  I’m amazed at what I have witnessed in our profession over the past four weeks.  
Such incredible care and dedication to kids, families and colleagues.  I’m humbled and 
proud to be a part of this transition during the final stretch of the school year and find 
inspiration every day from seeing what’s going on in our state as it relates to music edu-
cation.   
 
 Though it seems like a different world we lived in this past January, I want to send a 
heartfelt thank you again to all those who presented and performed at the 2020 Clinic/
Conference.  Your expertise and commitment to excellence was truly inspiring!  Everyone who attends the 
conference takes away something new for his or her programs from each concert and clinic.  Whether it is 
a new rehearsal strategy, literature idea, warm up method, classroom management technique, or pedagogi-
cal insight, it sends them into the classroom with fresh ideas.  We appreciate all that you have contributed to 
this year’s conference!  

 As you would expect, many plans, deadlines, scheduled events and meetings are being adjusted. Be sure 
to check the CMEA website for updates and current timelines for session proposal and recording deadlines.  
Pete and I are working together to plan how to best serve our members as changes and adjustments are 
made.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us should you have questions or concerns.  We may not have many 
definite answers, but we will do our best to work through this.  As of now, we are planning and preparing as 
we would for any other year.

 We are educators in unprecedented times trying to teach under difficult circumstances, but our fun-
damental job remains the same.  We teach kids, not music, and those kids need us more than ever to be a 
consistent, caring, and positive force in their lives.  Their families and communities need it, too.  Let’s stay 
the course and remember, We’re all in this together.    

With admiration and gratitude, 

 Craig Westwood

 “Without music to decorate it, time is just a 
bunch of boring production deadlines or dates 
by which bills must be paid.” 
   ~ Frank Zappa
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General Music Council News!
By Elizabeth Ford, General Music Council Chair

Hello friends, 

 As Music Appreciation Month came to a close, I hope you 
were able to find moments of joy in the midst of the chaos around 
us. For Cathy and me, it was not the Music Appreciation month 
we’d anticipated.  The concerts that we’d prepared for with our stu-
dents didn’t happen. We never got to share the extra cool lesson 
plans that we’d prepared for Music Appreciation.   I do know one 
thing- music appreciation did happen!  

 If this time has taught us anything, it’s that music is truly being appreciated globally.  We have discovered 
the vastness of our world’s appreciation through social media with our communities coming together to con-
nect, create and give all of us hope for the future beyond this time through music. Watching the ways we are 
connecting, creating, and being in community together has been one of the staples that has gotten me through 
these intense days.  I don’t think any of us will soon forget the beauty of watching people in Italy share music 
from their balconies. Watching more than 516,000 videos of performers in Facebook’s Quarantine Karaoke 
videos is refreshing our spirits. The publications of virtual choirs’ and bands’ performances have shown us 
that we can continue to make music together, even though we’re apart.  

 One of my favorite things to watch has been the movement of creating videos for our students and then 
posting them for other teachers to spark more ideas.  Teachers are selflessly sharing their ideas, lessons, work-
sheets, and videos of themselves creating music.  What a beautiful movement!

 In a time when we are isolated and lonely, we’re looking to music to regain our community. 
One could say that music is more important, and more appreciated, than ever before. Our existence right now 
feels a little like sustaining a note in a choir.  We all must stagger our breathing, so take a breath when you need 
it.  We’ll keep singing for you until you are ready to come back in. 

Wishing you wellness and peace, 

Elizabeth Ford and Cathy Keller 

Facebook: CMEA General Music Council
Email: cmea.gmc@gmail.com

“Music is the language of the spirit. It 
opens the secret of life bringing peace, 
abolishing strife.” 

  ~ Kahlil Gibran
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For general scholarship questions contact:
Undergraduate Advisor
Dr. Michael Hix
mhix@unm.edu
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College-University Music Council
By Tracy Doyle, College and University Council Chair

 Much has changed in our world since we last gathered in January at the 2020 
Colorado Music Educators Clinic-Conference. I hope this message finds you, your 
family, and your students healthy and safe.  

 The College University Music Council wishes to extend a special thank you to Wes 
Kenney, Director of Orchestras at Colorado State University, who served as our clini-
cian for this year’s orchestra conducting clinic. In addition to his wisdom and exper-
tise, he also brought his outstanding Denver Young Artists Orchestra to be the clinic 
ensemble. These fine young musicians provided an outstanding experience for the five university conduc-
tors who were selected to participate. The clinic was engaging, energetic, and certainly transformative for 
our university student conductors. Thank you to Wes Kenney and the Denver Young Artists Orchestra!

 We would also like to extend our congratulations to the wonderful university student conductors who 
participated in the clinic. Their preparation, professionalism, and enthusiasm demonstrates the future of 
music education is in good hands. Congratulations to:
  

Jacob Aychman, University of Northern Colorado
Ariel Flach, University of Colorado Boulder
Katie Knutson, Colorado State University Fort Collins
Rebekah Nadel, Colorado Mesa University
Justin Slaman, University of Colorado Boulder

 On a personal note, it is time to say goodbye. I am leaving Colorado to serve as the Director of the 
School of Music at the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington. The CMEA family has been a 
meaningful part of my time in Colorado and I will sincerely miss my music education colleagues and the 
opportunity to gather together every year at the Broadmoor. The CUMC will now be headed by Dr. Mark 
Hudson, a CMEA veteran and music educator. Thank you to Mark for stepping in at this time and sharing 
your leadership with the association!

 Until we can once again gather to make music together, I encourage you to look for the hidden blessings 
in these uncertain times, and please stay well.

Sincerely,

Tracy Doyle
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Tri-M News
By Michelle Ewer, CMEA Tri-M Chair

Greetings Tri-M

 I know this is not the spring you were 
anticipating. All of us are having to adjust to a new 
norm and it is not easy.  Directors are working 
harder than ever to provide a sense of hope and 
direction to students.  The balance between home, 
work and family is a struggle for teachers and 
students as well. I know Tri-M may be the last thing 
on your mind but perhaps it is the answer you are 
looking for.

     Reach out to your Tri-M students. Let the 
creativity begin. Ask them about ideas to reach out 
to your feeder system and or community. Do you 
have the skills to put a virtual video together?  Are 
your students able to create a duet with themselves 
or a friend via the App. Acapella? Can they play 
a piano solo? Consider making a recording and 
sending the link to a local nursing home letting 
them know you care. Please be mindful of school 
privacy act rules and regulations. Did they sign a 
publicity waiver release at your school?  I am sure 
you have some Tri-M students who may be looking 
for that extra project to keep them engaged. I 
realize many of our students are overwhelmed with 
homework, but perhaps a musical break is just what 

they are looking for.  Reach out 
to your leadership with Tri-M 
to see where they are at with the 
process. You may be surprised by 
their answers.

    Are you a high school 
director?  Do you want to order 
some chords or pins for the end 
of the year? The link below is for the TRI-M store. 
I know as dedicated directors you will find a way to 
get these to your seniors. (Note -The Tri-M Store 
still shows it is open for online purchases.)

https://us-tdm-tso-15eb63ff4c6-1626e-
1680662e555.force.com/s/store#/store/browse/cat/
a0s1U000001EoeMQAS/tiles

 As always feel free to make your chapter work 
for you. There is no one size fits all. We are all in 
survival mode right now.

 Continue to be Tri- M Strong and safe 
Colorado!!

Michelle Ewer
Tri-M chair

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
up.edu/music
upmusic@up.edu
503.943.7228

T U R N I N G  TA L E N T  I N T O  A R T I S T RY 

through mentoring and performance
opportunities from day one.
With access to small classes, 
talented professors, quality 
academics, and the city of Portland, 
University of Portland’s nationally 
accredited music program and 
liberal arts curriculum will prepare 
students for the future they want.
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Membership News
By Andrea L. Meyers, Retired and Active Membership Chair

Dear CMEA Friends!

 The Broadmoor was yet again the perfect and elegant venue for our remarkably suc-
cessful 2020 CMEA Clinic Conference. Please accept my sincerest appreciation and con-
gratulations in this remarkably successful 2020 Clinic/Conference.  I respect and admire 
our Executive Board, Council, and Advisory Board members for their extreme profes-
sionalism, organization in producing such an incredible experience. Together with your 
participation all our attendees, clinicians, sessions, performers/performances, students, 
community and exhibitors truly enjoyed and created a wonderfully collaborative event.  

 Today’s health climate has challenged our society and musical infrastructure to the core.  While our per-
sonal lifestyle and interactions in our music community have been turned upside down, I remain incred-
ibly positive. You too!  Keep thinking creatively and move forward. Nothing is as planned, not even close to 
perfect, but thank goodness for innovation, technology and your resiliency. Together, we are truly resilient, 
creative and imaginative. Sadly, our end-of-the year activities and traditions dramatically changed; Spring 
Concerts, Award Banquets, Trips, Graduations, Retirements, and life plans - all upside down.  As musicians, 
working through these crises is nothing new and we will persevere, move forward in planning unique op-
portunities for ourselves and others. Learning to cope with all these disappointments is heartbreaking, but 
we persevere and thrive through our relationships, friendships, family and music.

 Follow the CMEA guidelines in planning for next years’ Clinic/Conference, especially the timelines.  
Let’s look forward to the elegance, excitement, and magic of being together in 2021 at the iconic Broadmoor 
Hotel.  

 Wishing everyone strength, courage, good health, happiness, and amazingly fabulous music!  Please stay 
safe and in touch.

Respectfully yours,

Andrea L. Meyers
Active and Retired Membership Chair

303-229-2631
AndreaMeyers@comcast.net

“It may very well be music which will 
save the world.”
    ~ Pablo Casals
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CMEA Hall of Fame
1984-1985

*Katharyn Bauder, *Warner Imig, *John C. Kendel
*Hugh McMillen, *Leo Meyer, *John T. Roberts

*Wayman Walker

1985-1986
*JoAnn Baird, *Laurene Edmondsen, *Gus Jackson
*Curtis Johnson, *Ralph Levy, *Philomene Liesen

1986-1987
*Margaret Cassario, Byron Gillett, *John Held 

*E’Rena Hockenberry, *James Miller

1987-1988
*Phyllis Armstrong, Alex Campbell, *Dwight Dale

*Eugene Hilligoss, *Lloyd Jensen, *Ed Kehn, *E.E. Mohr

1988-1989
Earl Berglund, *John Cummins, *Mabel Henderson 

*Dwight Nofziger, *Randall Spicer, *Mary Villa

1989-1990
Steve Busch

1990-1991
William F. Funke, *Ralph King

1991-1992
*Charles Byers, *Elza Daugherty, Dan Grace

Robert Hurrell, Kevin McCarthy

1992-1993
*Roger Dexter Fee, Jess Gerardi, John Kincaid 

*Larry Perkins, Duane Strachan, Paul “Mickey” Zahradka

1993-1994
Harley Brown, *J. DeForest Cline, Patsy Nix 

*L.E. “Dick” Smith, *Byron Syring

1994-1995
*Gregory Bueche, *Fred Fink, *Norma Hess

*Randolph Jones, *Margurite O’Day, *Mike Weiker

1995-1996
*Chuck Cassio, *Violette McCarthy, *Charles Meeker 

*William Reeves, Rodney Townley

1996-1997
*John McGregor, *Dorothy McKeag, Glenn Shull

1997-1998
*Patricia Guadnola, Don Shupe, Willie Hill, Jr. 

1998-1999
Kenneth Butcher, *Shirley Reed, 
Larry Overton, Robert Zachman

1999-2000
Kenneth G. Evans, Bette Lunn 

Steven McNeal, Howard M. Skinner

2000-2001
*Frank W. Baird, Roxanne Bates 

*Larry Wallace, *Otto Werner

2001-2002
*Frank Montera

2002-2003
Donald Kimble, Duane Zanotelli

2003-2004
Charlotte Adams, Michael J. Kornelsen 

Richard A. Kusk, James A. Lunn, *Ed Nuccio

2004-2005
Doug Downey, Craig Ketels, Joe Ernie Montoya

2005-2006
Rebecca Anderson, Joseph Brice, James McNeal 

David Prichard, *Jerry Teske, *Lynn Whitten
*Evelyn Whitten

2006-2007
Brian Hopwood, *Janet Montgomery, Keith Simpson

2007-2008
Elva Jean Bolin, Susan Day

2008-2009
Barbara Grenoble, Jim Keller, Steve Meininger 

Ron Revier, Cherilyn Smith-Bidstrup

2009-2010
Steve Christopher, *Paul Schneider

2010-2011
Linwood Warwick

2011-2012
Ken Anderson, Margie Camp 

Dotty Reaves, Peggy Rosenkranz

2012-2013
Dean Bushnell, Mike DeLuca, William Erickson

2013-2014
Michelle Ewer, Cindy McCaskill, Fred Selby, Ken Singleton

2014-2015
Andrea L. Meyers

2015-2016
Nancy Dunkin, WL Whaley

2016-2017
Ed Cannava, Linda Hall, Richard Shaw

2017-2018
Richard Larson, Katharine Mason

2018-2019
Gary Ambrosier, Patricia Kidd

2019-2020
Gary Hall, Kirk Vogel, Jack Yonce

* Deceased



In Music

Imig Music Building
301 UCB
Boulder, CO 80309
303.492.6352

ugradmus@colorado.edu
colorado.edu/music

Earn more than a music degree in the foothills of the Rockies.
Professional-level experiences, diverse opportunities for collaboration and dedicated instruction from 
renowned performers, composers and scholars await you at the University of Colorado Boulder College  
of Music.

Work with leaders in the field to develop your talents and refine your passions as you experience The 
College of Music Advantage. 

Undergraduate Applications due February 1. Auditions held February 1, 8, and 15
Apply for the Summer MME program by March 5th!  
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FB-9000 SERIES

Yamaha Impact Drums give you the freedom to customize a wide range of setups 

and performance applications. Their sensitivity, versatility and projection provide  

all the power and control you need to perform at your best.  

Visit Yamaha.io/impactdrums to learn more.

HOW BIG IS 
YOUR SOUND ?
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